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DETAILED PRODUCT INFORMATION

For a complete user manual including specifications,  
application notes, installation instructions, trouble shooting  
and more, please visit the web page for this product on  
samlexamerica.com. Product page can be found using the 
“search by model” field.
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SECTION 1  |  Safety Instructions

The following safety symbols will be used in this manual to highlight safety  
and information:

 
  
WARNING!

Indicates possibility of physical harm to the user in case of non-compliance.

 !   CAUTION!

Indicates possibility of damage to the equipment in case of non-compliance.

 i
    

INFO

Indicates useful supplemental information. 

Please read these instructions before installing or operating the unit to prevent personal 
injury or damage to the unit. 

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS - GENERAL 

Installation and wiring compliance 

must be done by a certified electrician. 

Preventing electrical shock 

system. 

with the unit. Turning the  switch on the unit to OFF position may not entirely 
remove dangerous voltages. 

Installation environment 

 
environment 

openings of the cooling fans. 
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SECTION 1  |  Safety Instructions

Preventing fire and explosion hazards 

in areas where there are flammable materials or gases requiring ignition protected 

Precautions when working with batteries

the battery manufacturer’s recommendations. 

The batteries can produce a short circuit current high enough to weld a ring or the 

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS - INVERTER RELATED 

Preventing Paralleling of the AC Output 

damage the output section of the unit and may also pose a fire and safety hazard. If an 

Selector Switch and the output of the Selector Switch should be connected to the Elec-

 

!   CAUTION!

Preventing DC Input Over Voltage 
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SECTION 1  |  Safety Instructions

damage to the unit. Please observe the following precautions: 

-

controller between the solar panel and the battery. 

-

Preventing Reverse Polarity on the Input Side 
-

also cause permanent damage to the inverter. 

 

!   CAUTION!
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SECTION 2  |  General Information

 

Peak Value:  

RMS (Root Mean Square) Value: It is a statistical average value of a quantity that varies 

 

Voltage (V), Volts:

-
 

Current (I), Amps, A:

Frequency (F), Hz: It is a measure of the number of occurrences of a repeating event per 

Efficiency, ( ):  

Phase Angle, ( ): It is denoted by “
current vector leads or lags the voltage vector in a sinusoidal voltage. In a purely induc-

-

and may lag or lead the voltage vector. 
  
Resistance (R), Ω: It is the property of a conductor that opposes the flow of current 

-
age. It is denoted by "R" and its unit is "Ohm" - also denoted as "Ω".  

Inductive Reactance (XL), Capacitive Reactance (XC)  and Reactance (X): Reactance is the 
opposition of a circuit element to a change of electric current or voltage due to that 
element's inductance or capacitance. Inductive Reactance (XL

of wire in resisting any change of electric current through the coil. It is proportional to 
frequency and inductance and causes the current vector to lag the voltage vector by 

XC

oppose changes in voltage. XC is inversely proportional to the frequency and capacitance 

unit of both XL and  XC is "Ohm" - also denoted as "Ω". The effects of inductive reac-
tance XL -
tance XC
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Reactance (X) will be equal to the difference between the 
values of the inductive and capacitive reactances. The net Reactance (X) will be inductive 
if  XL XC and capacitive if  XC XL.

Impedance, Z:  It is the vectorial sum of Resistance and Reactance vectors in a circuit. 
P P Watt

Power for powering the inductive and capacitive elements. The effective power required 
 

Reactive Power (Q), VAR: Is denoted as “Q VAR
is alternatively stored and returned by the inductive and capacitive elements of the load. 
It is not consumed by the inductive and capacitive elements in the load but a certain 

Hence, the inverter, AC wiring and over cur-
rent protection devices have to be sized based on the combined effect of the Active and 
Reactive Powers that is called the Apparent Power.  

Apparent (S) Power, VA:

Please note that 
Apparent Power VA is more than the Active Power in Watts. Hence, the inverter, AC wir-
ing and over current protection devices have to be sized based on the Apparent Power.   

Power Factor, (PF):

 

Load: Electrical appliance or device to which an electrical voltage is fed.  

Linear Load: 
 

Non-Linear Load: -

 

Resistive Load:

SECTION 2  |  General Information
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creating overload. 
  
Reactive Load: -

-

 
The inverter has to be sized based on the higher Apparent 

Power (VA).
 

Output Voltage Waveforms
 

Fig. 2.1:  Pure and Modified Sine Waveforms

  

waveform of the grid power. Please see sine wave represented in the Fig. 2.1 that also 
shows modified waveform for comparison. 

modified sine waveform. 

SECTION 2  |  General Information
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SECTION 2  |  General Information

frequency harmonic content in a modified sine wave produces enhanced radio interfer-

frequency harmonics also produce overloading effect in low frequency capacitors due to 
lowering of their capacitive reactance by the higher harmonic frequencies. These capaci-
tors are used in ballasts for fluorescent lighting for Power Factor improvement and in 

wave inverters may shut down due to overload when powering these devices.

Advantages of Pure Sine Wave Inverters 

 
and cooler. 

improvement capacitors and single phase motors containing start and run capacitors

glitches in monitors.

Some examples of devices that may not work properly with modified sine 
wave and may also get damaged are given below: 

-

tools. These may get damaged. Please check with the manufacturer of these types of 
devices for suitability. 

These may get damaged. 
Please check with the manufacturer of these types of devices for suitability. 

The inverter may shut down indicating overload. 
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Power Rating of the Inverters

-

-

 
repeated overloading. 

i
    

INFO 

The manufacturers’ specification for power rating of the appliances and devices 
indicates only the running power required. The surge power required by some 

-

    

TABLE 2.1: INVERTER SIZING FACTOR
Type of Device or Appliance

Inverter  
Sizing Factor*

4

2

Furnace Fan

Industrial Motor

SECTION 2  |  General Information
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TABLE 2.1: INVERTER SIZING FACTOR
Type of Device or Appliance

Inverter  
Sizing Factor*

4

*  Multiply the Running Active Power Rating {Watts} of the appliance by this Factor to arrive at 
the Continuous Power Rating of the inverter for powering this appliance.

 
TABLE 2.1: NOTES   

 

SECTION 2  |  General Information

SECTION 3  |  Limiting Electro-Magnetic  
     Interference (EMI)

These inverters contain internal switching devices that generate conducted and radiated 

These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interfer-
ence when the equipment is operated in a residential environment. These inverters can 

i
    INFO

- Ensure that the inverter is firmly grounded to the ground system  
of the building or the vehicle 

 
audio and video devices as possible 

 
as short as possible. 

reduce their inductance and induced voltages. This reduces ripple in the bat-
tery wires and improves performance and efficiency.

- Shield
- 

equipment 
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SECTION 4  |  Powering Direct / Embedded Switch 
     Mode Power Supplies (SMPS)

inrush current drawn by the power supply as the input capacitors are charged (The ca-

current at turn-on is several to tens of times larger than the rated RMS input current 

waveforms is given in Fig. 4.1. It will be seen that the initial input current pulse just after 

in Fig 4.2 above. The steady state input current of SMPS is a train of non-linear pulses 
instead of a sinusoidal wave. These pulses are two to four milliseconds duration each 

 

-

the input to the power supply. The cold resistance limits the input current as the input 
 

 
current event.

Hence, it is recommended 
that  for purposes of sizing the inverter, the continuous power of the inverter should be  
> 3 times the continuous rated power of the SMPS. For example, an SMPS rated at  
100 Watts should be powered from an inverter that has continuous power of   
> 300 Watts.
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SECTION 4  |  Powering Direct / Embedded Switch 
     Mode Power Supplies (SMPS)

Fig 4.1:  Inrush current in an SMPS

     

Fig. 4.2:  High Crest Factor of current drawn by SMPS

Input voltage

Inrush current RMS Current

TIME

Peak Current

RMS Current

Non-linear
Input Current

Input Sine
Wave Voltage
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SECTION 5  |  Principle of Operation

of grid power (Supplementary information on pure sine waveform and its advantages 
are discussed on pages 8 & 9). 

instantaneous value and polarity of the voltage varies cyclically with respect to time. For 

 

Fig. 5.1:  120 VAC, 60 Hz Pure Sine Waveform

frequency and the pulse width of this switching is modulated with respect to a refer-
ence sine wave.

TIME
OV

+

-
-VPEAK = - 168.69V

+VPEAK = + 168.69V
   VRMS = 120 VAC
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SECTION 6  |  Layout

PST-600 & PST-1000: Front

1 2
3
4

5

PST-600 & PST-1000: Back

6

7 8 9

LEGEND

1.  Power ON/OFF Switch

2.  Green LED - Power ON 

3.  Red LED - Overload 

4.  Red LED - Over Temperature  

5.  NEMA5-20R GFCI Duplex Outlets

6.  Cooling Fan Opening

7.  Grounding Lug

8.  Negative (-) DC Input Terminal

9.  Positive (+) DC Input Terminal
10.  Modular Jack for RC-15A
 Remote Control 

NEG –
WARNING: 
Reverse polarity will damage the unit. 
AVERTISSEMENT :
Inversion de polarité peut endommager l’unité.

NEG – POS +

10

Fig. 6.1:  Layout of PST-600 and PST-1000
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1. 
2. 

 
powering of inverters.

Deep Cycle Lead Acid Batteries

-

powering these inverters.

Rated Capacity in Ampere-hour (Ah)
-

over a specified time in hours before the battery reaches a specified discharged terminal 

Rated Capacity in Reserve Capacity (RC)

vehicle can be driven after the charging system fails. This is roughly equivalent to the 
conditions after the alternator fails while the vehicle is being driven at night with the 
headlights on. The battery alone must supply current to the headlights and the com-

Capacity “C” in Ah = Reserve Capacity in RC minutes x 0.6 

SECTION 7  |  General Information on Batteries for  
     Powering Inverters
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SECTION 7  |  General Information on Batteries for  
     Powering Inverters

Typical Battery Sizes 

TABLE 7.1:  POPULAR BATTERY SIZES

BCI* Group Battery Voltage, V Battery Capacity, Ah

12

12 160

12

6 220

 

Specifying Charging / Discharging Currents: C-Rate

stored energy is related to the amount of the active materials pasted on the battery 

EQUATION 1: 
Discharge current “C-Rate” = Capacity “C” in Ah ÷ Discharge Time “T”
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SECTION 7  |  General Information on Batteries for  
     Powering Inverters

TABLE 7.2: DISCHARGE CURRENT RATES - “C-RATES”

Hours of discharge time “T” 
till the “End Point Voltage”

C-Rate Discharge Current in Amps Example of C-Rate 
Discharge Currents  
for 100 Ah batteryFraction Decimal Subscript

 

 

 

NOTE:  -

.

Charging / Discharging Curves

-

(Please note that X-axis shows % State of Charge.  State 
of Discharge will be  = 100% - % State of Charge). These curves will be referred to in 

Reduction in Usable Capacity at Higher Discharge Rates –  
Typical in Inverter Application

-
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SECTION 7  |  General Information on Batteries for  
     Powering Inverters

Fig. 7.1:  Charging / Discharging Curves for 12V Lead Acid Battery

TABLE 7.3  BATTERY CAPACITY VERSUS RATE OF DISCHARGE – C-RATE

C-Rate Discharge Current

12 Volt Lead-Acid Battery Chart - 80˚F / 26.7˚C
B

at
te

ry
 V

o
lt

ag
e 

in
 V

D
C

Battery State of Charge in Percent (%)

0         10        20       30       40        50        60       70        80        90      100      110     120     130

16.5

16.0

15.5

15.0

14.5

14.0

13.5

13.0

12.5

12.0

11.5

11.0

10.5

10.0

9.5

9.0

C/5

C/40

C/20

C/10

DISCHARGE

CHARGE

C/20

C/3

C/5

C/10

C/100

Please note that X-axis shows %  
State of Charge. State of Discharge  
will be  = 100% - % State of Charge.
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-

State of Charge (SOC) of a Battery – Based on “Standing Voltage” 

multiply by 4. 

TABLE 7.4:  STATE OF CHARGE VERSUS STANDING VOLTAGE – 12V BATTERY

Percentage of  
Full Charge

Standing Voltage of 6 Cell, 
12V Nominal Battery

Standing Voltage  
of Individual Cells

require equalization. Please note that only the non-sealed / vented / flooded / wet cell 
batteries are equalized. Do not equalize sealed / VRLA type of AGM or Gel Cell Batteries.

State of Discharge of a loaded battery – Low Battery /  
DC Input Voltage Alarm and Shutdown in Inverters

-

SECTION 7  |  General Information on Batteries for  
     Powering Inverters
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SECTION 7  |  General Information on Batteries for  
     Powering Inverters

 

Inverters are provided with a buzzer alarm to warn that the loaded battery has been 
Normally, the buzzer alarm is 

triggered when the voltage at the DC input terminals of the inverter has dropped to 
around 10.5V for a 12V battery or 21V for 24V battery at C-Rate discharge current of 
C/5 Amps and electrolyte temp. of 80°F. The inverter is shut down if the terminal voltage 

of the battery. The terminal voltage of the battery is dependent upon the following:

- Temperature of the battery electrolyte: Temperature of the electrolyte affects the 
 

temperature and rises with drop in temperature 

- The amount of discharging current or “C-Rate”:

decreases non-linearly

-

Low DC Input Voltage Alarm in Inverters
-
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almost completely discharged when the alarm is sounded. Hence, if the C-Rate dis-
charge current is lower than C/5 Amps, the battery may have completely discharged by 
the time the Low DC Input Alarm is sounded.  

Low DC Input Voltage Shut-down in Inverters:

further to a lower voltage and to a completely discharged condition that is harmful for 
the battery and for the inverter. 

Inverters are normally provided with a protection to shut down the output of the 

-

 

 

 

In view of the above, it may be seen that a fixed Low DC Input Voltage Alarm is not 
useful.

with temperature. Battery capacity is also a function of age and charging history. Older 
-

-
rent drawn at the lower voltage.

Use of External Programmable Low Voltage Disconnects 

based on the actual application requirements.

SECTION 7  |  General Information on Batteries for  
     Powering Inverters
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SECTION 7  |  General Information on Batteries for  
     Powering Inverters

Depth of Discharge of Battery and Battery Life

TABLE 7.5:  TYPICAL CYCLE LIFE CHART

Depth of Discharge
% of Ah Capacity

Cycle Life of Group 
27 /31

Cycle Life of Group 
8D

Cycle Life of Group 
GC2

10 1000

1100

200

100

NOTE:

Series and Parallel Connection of Batteries  

Series Connection 

Fig 7.2:  Series Connection 

-

6V 6V

Battery 4 Battery 3

6V

Battery 2

6V

Battery 1

24V Inverter
or 24V Charger

Cable “A”

Cable “B”
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-

Parallel Connection 

Fig 7.3:   Parallel Connection 

-

Series – Parallel Connection

Fig. 7.4:  Series-Parallel Connection 

-

SECTION 7  |  General Information on Batteries for  
     Powering Inverters

12V 12V 12V 12V

Battery 1 Battery 3Battery 2 Battery 4Cable “A”

Cable “B”

12V Inverter
or 12V Charger

6V 6V 6V 6V

12V String 1 12V String 2

Battery 1 Battery 3Battery 2 Battery 4

12V Inverter
or 12V Charger

Cable “A”

Cable “B”
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SECTION 7  |  General Information on Batteries for  
     Powering Inverters

 
 

 

!   CAUTION!

-

-

 

- The resistances of the interconnecting cables will be balanced.

 

Sizing the Inverter Battery Bank

There are a few basic formulae and estimation rules that are used:  

1.  

2. 
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-

Let us say that the total AC Watts delivered by the 12V inverter = 1000W. 
 

Next, the energy required by the load in Ampere Hours (Ah) is determined. 
 

Now, the capacity of the batteries is determined based on the run time and  
the usable capacity. 

 
 

And finally, the actual desired rated capacity of the batteries is determined based on 

rated capacity due to non availability of ideal and optimum operating and charging 

It will be seen from the above that the final rated capacity of the batteries is almost  
Thus, as a Rule of Thumb, the Ah  

capacity of the batteries should be twice the energy required by the load in Ah. 

SECTION 7  |  General Information on Batteries for  
     Powering Inverters
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SECTION 8  |  Installation

  WARNING!  

-

unit and the specific application. 

Location of Installation
Please ensure that the following requirements are met: 

Cool:
unit is installed in a cool area that is also protected against heating effects of direct 

Well ventilated: The unit is cooled by convection and by forced air-cooling by tempera-

-

-
ings of the inverter. 

Dry:
or fall on the unit. 

Clean: The area should be free of dust and fumes. Ensure that there are no insects or 
-

trical circuits inside the unit. 

Protection against fire hazard: The unit is not ignition protected and should not be 

Closeness to the battery bank:

are charged. 
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The corrosive fumes will corrode and damage the unit and if the gases are not venti-

Accessibility:

Preventing Radio Frequency Interference (RFI): The unit uses high power switching 
-

tronic equipment susceptible to radio frequency and electromagnetic interference as far 
away from the inverter as possible. Read Section 3, page 11 “Limiting Electromagnetic 
Interference (EMI)” for additional information.

Overall Dimensions
The overall dimensions and the location of the mounting slots are shown in  

Fig. 8.1.1:  PST-600 Overall Dimensions & Mounting Slots (NOTE: Dimensions in mm)

SECTION 8  |  Installation

200 16,5 3,816,53,8

32

12

162

32

12

1,6

9,5

5

276,2

NEG –
WARNING: 
Reverse polarity will damage the unit. 
AVERTISSEMENT :
Inversion de polarité peut endommager l’unité.

NEG – POS +

240.6

82
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Fig. 8.1.2: PST-1000 Overall Dimensions & Mounting Slots (NOTE: Dimensions in mm)

Mounting Orientation

in such a manner so that small objects should not be able to fall easily into the unit from 
-

of the unit on to a combustible material and cause a fire hazard. The size of openings 
has been limited as per the safety requirements to prevent the above possibilities when 
the unit is mounted in the recommended orientations. In order to meet the regulatory 

- Mount on a non-combustible material.

- The mounting surface should be able to support the weight of the unit

SECTION 8  |  Installation

NEG –
WARNING: 
Reverse polarity will damage the unit. 
AVERTISSEMENT :
Inversion de polarité peut endommager l’unité.

NEG – POS +

240.6

82

397

5

9.5

3.8 16.5 3.816.5

44

44

282

200
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- Mount horizontally on a horizontal surface - above a horizontal surface  

- Mount horizontally on a vertical surface – The unit can be mounted on a vertical 

 

  WARNING!  

the unit through the fan opening when the fan opening faces up. If fan open-

DC Side Connections

Preventing DC Input Over Voltage

-
nent damage to the unit. Please observe the following precautions: 

-

 

and the battery. 

into the diversion load if there are no other loads. The charge controller will discon-
-

loads connected to the battery due to high voltages generated during conditions of 

over voltage conditions. 

-

Preventing Reverse Polarity on the Input Side
 

!   CAUTION!

-

SECTION 8  |  Installation
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SECTION 8  |  Installation

will blow and may also cause permanent damage to the inverter. 

Connection from the Batteries to the DC Input Side of the Unit –  
Wire and External Fuse Sizes 
 

  WARNING!  
The input section of the inverter has large capacitors connected across the 

Positive input terminal of the inverter 
terminal of the inverter 
will start charging and the unit will momentarily draw very heavy current that 

OFF switch on the inverter is in the OFF
inserted only after all the connections in the loop have been completed so that 

The flow of electric current in a conductor is opposed by the resistance of the conductor. 
The resistance of the conductor is directly proportional to the length of the conductor 

-

conductors are desirable. 

the wires and connectors should be selected to ensure minimum voltage drop between 
the battery and the inverter. Thinner wires and loose connections will result in poor 

drop due to the current & the resistance of the length of the wire should be less than 

use aluminum wire as it has higher resistance per unit length. Wires can be bought at a 

Effects of low voltage on common electrical loads are given below:

- Lighting circuits - Incandescent and Quartz Halogen:

less visible light. 

- Lighting circuits - Fluorescent:  
light output. 
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- AC induction motors: 

drop in these circuits may cause failure to start and possible motor damage. 

- PV battery charging circuits: These are critical because voltage drop can cause a dis-

Fuse Protection In Battery Circuits

can flow from the battery to the point of shorting and that section of the wire will be-
-

cause injury. To prevent occurrence of hazardous conditions under short circuit condi-
-

  WARNING!  

provide safety against fire hazard due to accidental short circuit in the battery 
-

blow if there is a short circuit along the length of wires connecting the battery 
and the inverter. 

Recommended Sizes of Wires and External Fuses

and the inverter. The running length of routing of the wire should be considered if the 
wiring run is not straight but circuitous.  The recommended size of wires will limit the 

 
-

tance between the inverter and the battery assuming that 2 lengths of wires (one Posi-

-
ture is typical of operating power circuits.

SECTION 8  |  Installation
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Model No.

Maximum DC input 
current at rated output 
power & minimum rat-

ing of external fuse

Size of Wire
Samlex 

America DC 
Install Kit

0.91M / 
3 ft.

1.83M / 
6 ft.

3.05M / 
10 ft.

PST-600-12

PST-600-24

PST-1000-12

PST-1000-24

 
 
 

    rating. 

-

DC Input Connection
 

cylindrical hole  with set screw:

2

2 

Reducing RF Interference 
-

magnetic Interference". 

AC SIDE CONNECTIONS
 

  WARNING!  Preventing Paralleling of the AC Output

-

SECTION 8  |  Installation
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of the inverter and may also pose a fire and safety hazard. If an electrical 

-

AC Output Connection Through Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter (GFCI)

-

-

the metal chassis of the inverter.

- Reset Button:  

- Test Button:
periodically to ensure that it is operating normally.

!   CAUTION!

SECTION 8  |  Installation
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SECTION 8  |  Installation

Providing Backup Power Using Transfer Switch

- Feed utility power and output power from the inverter to the two inputs of the Trans-
fer Relay

Grounding to Earth or to other designated ground 

-
vided for grounding the metal chassis of the inverter to the appropriate ground. 

2

-

2

stranded copper wire from the above equipment grounding lug to the appropriate 

corrosion.

Optional Wired Remote Control

details.
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Powering On The Loads

prematurely trigger the overload protection.

inverter is not overloaded by the higher starting surge if all the loads are switched on at 
once.

Switching The Inverter ON/OFF

 

!     CAUTION!
Please note that the  switch is not switching the high power battery 

is in the OFF
on any circuits connected to the inverter.

When the inverter is switched 

 

Temperature Controlled Cooling Fan
The cooling fan is thermostatically controlled. Temperature of a critical hot spot inside the 
inverter is monitored to activate the fan and the over temperature shut-down. When the 

. The fan will 
be automatically switched OFF
that the fan may not come on at low loads or if the ambient temperature is cooler. This is 
normal.

Indications For Normal Operation

Please see under "Pro-
tection Against Abnormal Conditions" and "Troubleshooting Guide" for symptoms of 
abnormal operation.

SECTION 9  |  Operation
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SECTION 9  |  Operation

No Load Draw (Idle Current)
 When the 

-
OFF

the required power on demand. This is called the "idle current" or the "no load draw". 
OFF the  switch on 

the inverter to prevent unnecessary current drain from the battery.

i
    

INFO

some control circuitry in the inverter is still alive and will draw very low current. 
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SECTION 10  |  Protections

The inverter has been provided with protections detailed below:

Overload / Short Circuit Shut Down 

power limited to the continuous power rating of the inverter. If there is an overload 

lighted. The unit will be latched in this shutdown condition and will require manual 
OFF the power 

 again. Before switching 

Warning Alarm - Low DC Input Voltage 
-

minals due to voltage drop in the battery wires and connectors. The drop in the voltage 

Please 
see page 31 “Connection From the Batteries To the DC Input Side of The Unit – Wire and 
External Fuse Sizes”

output voltage would continue to be available. This warning buzzer alarm indicates that 
the battery is running low and that the inverter will be shut down after sometime if the 

versions.

Low DC Input Voltage Shut Down 

 

-

High DC Input Voltage Shutdown
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Over-Temperature Shut Down 
In case of failure of the cooling fan or in the case of inadequate heat removal due to 

unit will increase. The temperature of a critical hot spot inside the inverter is monitored  

Reverse Polarity at the DC Input Terminals

-
-

OFF and 

 i
   INFO

Please read  
Section 11 - “Troubleshooting Guide” for more details

!   CAUTION!

-

SECTION 10  |  Protections
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SECTION 11  |  Trouble Shooting Guide

ISSUE POSSIBLE CAUSE REMEDY

When switched ON, The 
GREEN "Power ON"LED (2) 
does not light. Buzzer is OFF. 
There is no AC output volt-
age. GREEN indication light 
on the GFCI is OFF.

There is no voltage at the 
DC input terminals / 12V 
power outlet in the vehicle

Check the continuity of the battery  
input circuit. 

Check that the internal/external battery fuse/
vehicle fuse for 12V power outlet is intact. 
Replace if blown. When powered from 12V 
power outlet in the vehicle, ensure that the AC 
load is less than 150W.

Check that all connections in the battery input 
circuit are tight.

Polarity of the DC input 
voltage has been reversed 
that has blown the exter-
nal / internal DC side fuses 
(
may cause permanent 
damage).

Check external and internal fuses. Internal 
fuses may be soldered and may not be easily 
replaceable. Replace fuses. If unit does not 
work, call Technical Support for repair.

Low AC output voltage  
(No buzzer alarm).

Low input voltage at the 
inverter terminals and the 
load is close to the maxi-
mum allowable power.

Check that the battery is fully charged. Re-
charge, if low. 

Check that the battery cables are thick enough 
to carry the required current over the required 
length. Use thicker cables, if required. 

Tighten connections of battery input circuit. 

Reduce load.

Buzzer alarm is sounded when 
load is switched ON. Voltage 
at DC input terminals reads 
between 10 to 10.5V for 12V 
versions and between 20 to 
21.0V for 24V versions. The 
GREEN "Power ON" LED (2) 
is lighted. Indication light on 
the GFCI is GREEN. AC output 
voltage is available.

DC input voltage is less 
than 10.5V for 12V  
versions and less than 
21.0V for 24V versions.

Check that the battery is fully charged. Re-
charge, if low. 

Check that the battery cables are thick enough 
to carry the required current over the required 
length. Use thicker cables, if required. 

Tighten connections of the battery input circuit. 

Buzzer alarm is sounded 
when load is switched ON. 
Voltage at the DC input 
terminals reads below 10V 
for 12V versions and below 
20V for 24V versions. The 
GREEN "Power ON" LED (2) 
is lighted. GREEN indication 
light on the GFCI is OFF. There 
is no AC output.

Shut-down due to low 
DC input voltage - Less 
than 10V for 12V versions 
and less than 20V for 24V 
versions.

Check that the battery is fully charged. Re-
charge, if low. 

Check that the battery cables are thick enough 
to carry the required current over the required 
length. Use thicker cables, if required. 

Tighten connections of the battery input circuit. 
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ISSUE POSSIBLE CAUSE REMEDY

There is no AC output. The 
GREEN "Power ON" LED 
(2) is lighted. Buzzer is ON. 
GREEN indication light on the 
GFCI is OFF.

Shut-down due to high 
input DC voltage – 

> 16.5V for 12V versions 
and > 33V for 24V  
versions.

Check that the voltage at the DC input termi-
nals is less than 16.5V for 12V versions and less 
than 33V for 24V versions. 

Ensure that the maximum charging voltage of 
the battery charger / alternator / solar charge 
controller is below 16.5V for 12V versions and 
below 33V for 24V versions. 

Ensure that an unregulated solar panel is not 
used to charge a battery. Under cold ambient 
temperatures, the output of the solar panel 
may exceed 22V for 12V system or 42V for 
24 V system. Ensure that a charge controller is 
used between the solar panel and the battery.

AC output shuts down com-
pletely. Red "Overload" LED 
(3) is lighted. Buzzer is ON. 
The GREEN "Power ON" LED 
(2) is lighted. GREEN indica-
tion light on the GFCI is OFF.

Permanent shut-down of 
the AC output due to con-
tinuous overload beyond 
the continuous power 
rating of the inverter.

Reduce the load. 

The load is not suitable as it requires higher 
power to operate. Use an inverter with higher 
power rating. 

If the unit goes into permanent overload again 
after resetting and removing the load com-
pletely, the unit has become defective.  
Call Technical support. 

NOTE: The unit will be latched in this shut-
down condition and will require manual reset. 

To reset, switch OFF the power  
ON/OFF switch, wait for 3 minutes and then 
switch ON again. 

Before switching on again, remove the cause  
of the shut-down.

There is no AC output. Buzzer 
alarm is sounded. Red "Over 
temperature" LED (4) is 
lighted. The GREEN "Power 
ON LED (2) is lighted. GREEN 
indication light on the GFCI 
is OFF.

Shut-down due to over 
temperature because of 
fan failure or inadequate 
cooling as a result of high 
ambient temperature or 
insufficient air exchange

Check that the fan is working. If not, the fan 
control circuit may be defective. Call  
Technical Support. 

If the fan is working, check that the ventilation 
slots on the suction side and the openings 
on the discharge side of the fan are not 
obstructed. 

If the fan is working and the openings are not 
obstructed, check that enough cool replace-
ment air is available. Also check that the ambi-
ent air temperature is less than 40ºC. 

Reduce the load to reduce the heating effect. 

After the cause of overheating is removed and 
the unit cools down sufficiently, it will reset 
automatically. 

There is no AC output. 
GREEN indication on the GFCI 
is OFF. The GREEN "Power 
ON"  LED (2) is lighted. No 
buzzer alarm.

GFCI has tripped due to 
leakaage or due to Neutral 
to Ground bond on the 
load side.

Check load side circuits for leakage or Neutral 
to Ground bonding and correct. Press "Reset 
Button" on the GFCI to reset. Ensure that the 
inverter is ON before re-setting.

SECTION 11  |  Trouble Shooting Guide
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SECTION 12  |  Specifications

MODEL NO. PST-600-12 PST-600-24
OUTPUT

Pure Sine Wave Pure Sine Wave
 

 600 Watts 600 Watts

1000 Watts 1000 Watts

INPUT

 

DISPLAY

PROTECTIONS

WIRED REMOTE CONTROL (OPTIONAL)

FORCED AIR COOLING

COMPLIANCE

I  

ENVIRONMENT

OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE  to 
DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS

!   CAUTION! RISK OF FIRE
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SECTION 12  |  Specifications

that the electrical system in your vehicle can supply this product without caus-

typically found in the vehicle operator's manual. If a vehicle fuse opens repeat-

no account should fuses be patched up with tin foil or wire as this may cause 
serious damage elsewhere in the electrical circuit or cause fire.
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SECTION 12  |  Specifications

MODEL NO. PST-1000-12 PST-1000-24
OUTPUT

Pure Sine Wave Pure Sine Wave
 

 1000 Watts 1000 Watts

2000 Watts 2000 Watts

INPUT

 

DISPLAY

PROTECTIONS

WIRED REMOTE CONTROL (OPTIONAL)

FORCED AIR COOLING

COMPLIANCE

ENVIRONMENT

OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE  to 
DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS

4.0 4.0

!   CAUTION! RISK OF FIRE
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SECTION 12  |  Specifications

-
cal system in your vehicle can supply this product without causing the vehicle fusing 

-

overload must be found. On no account should fuses be patched up with tin foil or wire 
as this may cause serious damage elsewhere in the electrical circuit or cause fire.
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SECTION 13  |  Warranty

2 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

and materials under normal use and service. The warranty period is 2 years for the 

-

-
-

should also be included. 

-

is unable to remedy the defect after having a reasonable number of opportunities to do 

the defect by anyone other than the Warrantor shall render this warranty void. There 

any other obligations on the part of the Warrantor or its employees and representatives. 

There shall be no responsibility or liability whatsoever on the part of the Warrantor or 

or resulting damage which may be claimed to have been incurred through the use or 

or part thereof. The Warrantor assumes no liability for incidental or consequential dam-

Samlex America Inc. (the “Warrantor”)
www.samlexamerica.com
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NOTES: 



Contact  
Information

Toll Free Numbers
Ph:  800 561 5885

Fax:  888 814 5210

Local Numbers
Ph: 604 525 3836

Fax: 604 525 5221

Website
www.samlexamerica.com

USA Shipping Warehouse
Kent WA

Canadian  Shipping Warehouse
Delta BC

Email purchase orders to
orders@samlexamerica.com

11001-PST-600-1000-12-24-1012


